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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jonny Morales has contributed to the dictionary with 58 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 

 Working Group 
 www.wordmeaning.org
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acemil
<strong>Acemil </strong>is a degeneration of the word Mule but with quot; to quot; at the end, and whose meaning is
donkey or ass. Perhaps as a mule is Mule, remove the is to attempt to masculinize the word when attempting to
describe the donkey.

agendar
<strong>Schedule</strong>, is one word, well a word very much in vogue among executives and trade to express will
register a visit, an Act, a task on your personal agenda.

aided
Hello Aided,<br><br>nbsp; nbsp; nbsp; The word <strong>aided</strong> means assisted in English, in Castilian is
used also as name own that comes from the Greek aidee and wants to say "person modest and name".

antonimo de tristisimo
The antonym is concerned to indicate just it opposite of the meaning of a Word. In this sad case is an augmentative of
the sad Word then the antonym of sad would be super happy, cheerful, encantadisimo.

aprestad wikipedia
<strong>bridle</strong> is the imperative conjugation form of the verb be ready, whose meaning may well be prepared
or ready leave something. Wikipedia does not yet exist a page to talk about bridle.<br>A greeting

bitcoin
He <strong>bitcoin</strong> recently has been considered in USES as a matter prima supporting all the regulation that
requires the matter prima in that country, similar to the oil, the silver, the gold etc.. The fortress of the cryptocurrency
<strong>bitcoin</strong> is that it is finite and not manipulated, i.e. may not be given to the machine print tickets as the
Central economies banks currently more developed world to generate a fictitious wealth effect.

bremain
<strong>Bremain</strong>, It is just opposite to the Brexit and the permanence of the United Kingdom in Europe. It
consists of the words British, UK and maintain keep.

brexit
<br>Indeed the 26 of June of the 2016 them British vote in freedom if want to continue being members of the union
European. It seems that according to the polls NOT to<strong> brexit </strong>would win by very little if. The English
are not complicated by naming new concepts and what is played as exit (EXIT) of the United Kingdom (BRITISH) as
<strong>BRexit</strong> and running. With Greece did something like GREXIT.<br>

carancanfunfa
In the language lunfardo spoken in argentina is used to define the dance of the tango when this is performed with cuts in
addition to to all those people that it practice.

caranchoa
Insults pronounced by blogger called mrbomba to a deliverer of packages within a broam of camera hidden. Face
anchovy or <strong>caranchoa</strong> i.e. someone has face like an anchovy, I mean call you ugly of cojones.



cdo cargo directivo
The CDO is the Manager Director of new creation in the digital world that is directly dependent on the CEO who say is
the head of the company. <strong>The CDO</strong> has as main task the push strategy and the business organization
towards new technologies and the digital world. They are usually staff with absolute mastery of the digital world and
internet and management capabilities.

cerdilla
Hello laura patricia,The word cerdilla is used often to refer to the string of a guitar, violin... Etymologically comes from
that in the past these ropes are made with pig cartilage.

cocarda
cocarda not, is says rather cucarda and is a rosette of fabric added to a loop that is put to distinguish to personalities,
species, animals or classes of things on others. There are millions of possible cucardas.

colmaba
<span style="font-size:12px;"><span style="font-family:arial,helvetica,sans-serif;"><span style="color: rgb(0, 0, 0);
line-height: 16.639999389648438px; text-align: justify;">Is a conjugated verb exactly 1 person of the singular nbsp;
indicative verb colmar nbsp; <a rel="nofollow"
href="http://www.significadode.org/colmar.htm">http://www.significadode.org/colmar.htm</a>. It comes to mean when
someone or something holds more than its capacity of or meets their needs in a unique way. For example: that was the
drop that <strong>filled</strong> the Cup (to say that with that attitude, patience is was over)</span></span></span>

concepto de noticia politica
Let's see, a news policy as its name suggests is a new information published in any good than teata on political matters.
Many times after a normal-looking news camouflage political issues and for this reason is often conclude that it is a
political news.

deadpool
<strong>Deadpool</strong> is a character of the typical American cinema, an elite soldier experienced that their evil
Government uses of human Guinea-pig and manages uir gaining along the way a few superpowers that in this particular
case allow you to autoreconstruir your own injuries. On that basis is constructed a new personality and tries to hunt
down the smug bad guys that did pupa. <strong>Deadpool</strong> one shows more than American vacuum film.

dejar el cañon
Let the canon or leave a canon is when someone is person or company leaves to a third a debt considerable that also is
sensed not going to return. Example: The company went bankrupt and left a canon all their suppliers. Expression used
in Spain.

descrear
Add the prefix DES to the verb create, and felt much one could deny the creation of something that is more oriented to
an idea. <strong>Discreate</strong> therefore not would be well said, you could say instead, destroy or something so.
Not be with that intention to want to use the word.<br>A greeting<br>

deshinibirse
Hi Lara,nbsp; The word <strong>deshinibirse</strong> is used to express that a person occasionally or regularly passes
over their shame, their prejudices or their conceptions to do something he has never done or involving great personal
effort. There is much people for example that takes drugs for <strong>deshinibirse</strong> and do things that in



circumstances normal not would do, as talk with desconocid@s, upload is to a table to dance bachata...nbsp;UN Saludo

disctrictos
I think that the word that you want to ask is not <strong>districts</strong> is more districts with no "c". Them districts are
divisions by areas that is made in the large cities of the world to organize best to their inhabitants and needs

dudencia
Hello Arelynbsp;nbsp; <strong>Dudencia</strong> think that you want to express doubt but probably misspelled, instead
of dudencia would have to write "doubt". <strong>Dudencia</strong> not is a word existing in the dictionary of the RAE
and therefore I me olvidaria of that Word, as much thinking that which it says aims to express doubts.nbsp;UN Saludo

ecolúcida
Ecolucida with the accent on the u is incorrect it should be written without an accent and its meaning is when an
ultrasound gives some kind of positive result, detected some strange formation that needs to be investigated. These
formations may be cysts, tumors, breaks etc..

el nombre shamila
<strong>shamila</strong> is a type of oriental dance, more colloquially known as the belly dance. Type of dance
popularized by the singer Shakira, guess that the singer took of this word its name artistic as begin them two by "SHA".

etringita
The <strong>entringita</strong> is a complex salt that forms in cement when gypsum is added to the mixture to regulate
the setting time, the entringita during this process is not harmful and is called primary entringita. If this is produces in
other phases of the process can be damaging since has a high power expansive and can do that is shed pieces when is
dry.

fovial
<strong>FORMULATION</strong>, is the name of a public company of el Salvador, dedicated to the maintenance and
restoration of road infrastructure as roads highways and others. You can access more information at <a rel="nofollow"
href="www.fovial.com">www.fovial.com</a>

frm
frm means the extension that assigns vb 6.0 to your development environment files containing the specification and
lines of code in forms. The Forms<strong> frm</strong> in vb are designs of screens of windows with code embedded in
the different elements added to the same.

garbiñe
Thus it is called the hispano-venezolana and recent champion of Roland Garros, Garbiñe Muguruza.

ghjyliug
Nonsense written by an idiot

gora alka eta
Like everything else, you always have to do in that context was. It turns out that a puppet went out with the famous
banner saying <strong>gora eta alka </strong>and another puppet then be fainting. The sarcasm was that it is assumed



that the puppet of the banner was happy with the management of the Mayor of the town and instead of writing in the
banner gora Mayor (which is as it is in euskera <em>Live Mayor</em> !) misspell the of <strong>Gora eta alka,
</strong>that means nothing in Basque. I hope to bring some light to the subject.<br>a greeting

imágenes hiperecoicas
In the analysis of a x-ray them<strong> images hiperecoicas</strong> are those spaces of the x-ray that is come neatly
usually these spaces often coincide with liquids, bones or cartilage.

insurtech
Disruptive information technology applied to the field of insurance, these new anglo palabros as insurtech, fintech etc.. is
are eating little by little the Castilian, seems that in the sector of new technologies talk with words in English gives a
prestige extra. <strong>Insurtech</strong> in Castilian would be something as well as AseguraTec, not sounds so cool
or cool as would think some.

jjoo
The OLYMPICS stands for the Olympic games that are used without scoring and career. The reason is Olympic GAMES
and not JO to dry is because when acronyms are used for short initials are doubled if it's something in the plural. If
Olympic game serious JO but such as Olympic Games Olympic GAMES is written. There are other examples of this
concept as the autonomous communities in Spain, they should be CA but is written to CCAA.I hope that you serve

kon tiki
It is the name of an inca God viracocha, originally called kon tiki. In addition a famous Norwegian Explorer use that
name to give a name to your boat, with which he toured the Pacific and Polynesia to prove that the South Americans in
the pre-Columbian period could reach the Polynesian Islands.

la expresion a machete
Machete is an expression used to indicate that an action or task is done using all its available energy without bring in
expenses or thoughts that can come down the action. Go blind to something it could be a similar expression. John
seeing that they stole his wallet was a machete to the thief while this was armed.

letanica
<strong>Incantatory</strong> comes from litany and can be when something becomes especially heavy or lengthened
in time.

manta guapo
The other day I heard my nephew (12 years) say that a classmate, in the context that said it wanted to say that the sport
that had just passed was very nice. He said the following: Hey look at that car that just passed is
<strong>handsome</strong>. something like very handsome, very nice etc. in youth slang

memes
Them <strong>memes</strong> are some photographs doctored with a program of edition of photos in where is writes a
message with mood of make a joke and or that is expand by the networks social. Trendy social networks and with a high
effect viral<strong> memes</strong> tend to make when any character or event of the life published it becomes
ridiculous.

orbelin



<strong>Orbelin</strong> , is a name quite used in Mexico. One of the characters most known in mexico with that last
name is the doctor nbsp; <span style="color: rgb(51, 51, 51); font-family: ubuntu; font-size: 14px; line-height: 20px;
text-align: justify;">Orbelin Soberanis Ramos nbsp;</span> and that is the President of the Board of Directors of the
nbsp; <span style="color: rgb(51, 51, 51); font-family: ubuntu; font-size: 14px; line-height: 20px; text-align:
justify;">Asociación Mexicana de epidemiology veterinary, A.C. (AMEV)</span>

organización celular
The <strong>cellular organization</strong> is a concept which is explained as cells organize, communicate and work to
achieve a common goal. A example of this can be as the cells specialized liver is organized to build tissue of the liver

pulqui
Pulqui was a jet airplane designed and built in Argentina in 1947. It was the first aircraft of this type in manufactured in
Latin America, and the ninth in the world.

que significa prexy
Saxon word used to refer to a Chairman of an organization or structure, usually of educational type. Spanish prexy
would become what colloquially is understood as "The President".

quedar por la pata de los caballos
An expression that is used to express that someone has become ridiculous in front of everyone

reshoring
He <strong>reshoring is</strong> when a company that in its day took its production of its country to another with best
conditions business with mood of maximize your benefit operating, now returns that production to its country of origin
because them conditions have changed and is more favorable do it quot; in house quot;. After years of globalization, it
seems that the reshoring is the order of the day as labour costs and quality standards have become against the
companies.

reventar a alguien
It is a threat evening against the physical integrity of a person, when he says I'm going to burst is that is willing to striking
or assaulting someone heretofore unsuspected.

rufi
Rufi, contraction of the name rufino, is used to affectionately call people with this name.

rusher
The<strong> rushers</strong> and the rusheras are faithful followers of a famous television series broadcast by the
channel of Nickelodeon payment in 2009, based on the story of four hockey players become stars of a boy band. Series
for teens.<br>

significado de alcohdemia
Hello, <strong>alcohdemia</strong> does not exist, surely what you ask is about alcohol or breath rate. It is the amount
of alcohol flowing through your veins. When this is high are often make mistakes, such as misspell words or categorize
them evil.<br>A greeting



supremacista
The supremacist is a person considered a society, race or organization superior to all those that surround you.  A
supremacist par excellence was Adolfo Hitler.

taco de ojo
Hi Dul, Taco's eye is an expression that is used when you are eating to someone with the vista quot; throwing a WAD of
eye quot; these observing something warmly for its beauty. Usually refers to people.

totochilo
Melissa, the term<strong> totochilo</strong> is used in Mexico for some kind of colored bird. It is also an expression
that is used colloquially to refer to form alaguien loving. nbsp;

verdidulce
It is the name of an Argentine company dedicated nbsp; the sale of vegetables and fruits in the form of salads,
smoothies and different forms of presentation. In such a way that mixed vegetables with sweet fruits from there its name
<strong>verdidulce</strong>, vegetables and sweet that give fruits. Not is more than a game of words, the Word as
such does not exists. You leave a link to your
website<br><br>nbsp;<br><br>https://es-es.facebook.com/verdidulce<br><br>nbsp;<br><br>Best regards

voto razonado
Hello Luis Alberto,nbsp;nbsp;  nbsp; A <strong>reasoned vote</strong> said that voting that occurs mostly using the
logical parameters of reason and ideas. Just in the place opposite this the vote irrational in which factors more than
cutting sentimental are those who prevail. Ideally in a democracy is obviously <strong>reasoned vote</strong> since the
vote otherwise can take a nation or organization to the disaster.

wsl surf
They are acronyms that the <strong>to</strong> <strong>S</strong>donated surfing <strong>P</strong>rofessional
would like to now the name of his world tour of surfing. The ASP world tour is a tour that makes it Association by them
best spots surfers of the planet where the best 40 surfers world compete by the trophy. Now wants to do a sort of
League to change the system of competition, this League is called WSL or <strong>W</strong>orld <strong>S</strong>
<strong>L</strong>eague urf.

y 6
And 6 in colombia is a range schedule in that low the pressure police by absence of these that leverage them criminals
to commit crimes.

zip
The<strong> ZIP</strong>format, as well as what comments Mr Penichet, in computer science is a type of compression
of digital files. Files that are compressed according to this standard have the extension <strong>. ZIP</strong> at the
end of it.


